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C H A P T E R : 1 '• 
G E N E R A L I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Introduction 
One of the common mode of intelligence communication 
from one place to another among human being is speech.The 
intelligence transferred through speech is mainly contained 
in sound waves, the complex signals produced by a series of 
controlled actions of articulatory organs. Acoustically 
speaking speech is a sequence of sound signals, the 
fundamental frequency, intensity and spectral distributions 
of which vary temporally. The speech, for the sake of 
analysis may be broken up into segments of various siaes-
phrases and words. Conversely, the speech sound may be 
considered to be made up of several phonemes in series. 
Phoneme is a minimal unit in speech, a change of which in a 
word (sound) will change the meaning of the word. Man is 
unique in his ability to transform information with his 
voice. Only man has developed the vocal means for coding and 
conveying information beyond a rudimentry stage. Man from his 
past experience sends neural signals from brain which actuate 
the vocal apparatus. Speech sound through mouth and nostrils 
radiate into the air which are detected by ear. These waves 
vibrate the eardrum. The vibrational energy is converted into 
nerve impulses which are sent to brain through auditory nerve 
for interpretation. Throughout his evolution man has 
naturally adopted to this communication system. Now, an 
experienced listner decodes not only thoughts but the 
talker's emotions, identity and the very physical state of 
being. The listeners can also localize sounds and can direct 
their attention among several talkers. 
The boon of speech as a means of communicat.ion can best 
be appreciated by hearing impaired persons and by those who 
have problem in the communication with others. Speech as a 
mode and means of communication is far ahead of even the 
advance of high technology media communication developed to 
date. 
To extend the man's capabilities and to increase the 
productivity of human beings, utilization of speech for 
communication between man and machine has been significant 
requisite and the main motivation factor behind developing 
speech interactive systems. The basic mechanism of speech 
communication with machine is to functionally duplicate the 
behaviour of human communication link. In order to achieve 
this goal and that of speech perception and analysis the 
principal effort have directed toward the building of three 
types of machines: 
(1) Seasch biZnthasiaSEai Machines that can encode 
linguistic symbols into some sequence of speech sounds that 
human listner can understand. 
(2) Speech Recognizers: Machine that can decode the 
acoustic speech signal into its printed equivalent in the 
form of some sequence of recognizable symbols or printed 
words. 
(3) Speech identification machines: 
Speech synthesis and speech rescognition holds still a 
variety of unsolved but interesting problems and the 
ambiguous nature of the speech code makes the problem of 
decoding speoch particularly difficult. Duo to different 
speech habits, accent pitch, stress, etc. in transmitting the 
speech signal from one speaker to another, the matters tend 
to become complicated. The problem of decoding the speech 
signals represents a major challenge in achieving an 
efficient natural communication link between man and 
machines. To overcome these concerns, the following issues 
have been taken into considerations: 
(1) The choice of an adequate set of measurements. 
(2) The definition of the basic linguistic units of the 
machine. 
(3) The time segmentation of the speech signal. 
The basic linguistic unit of the decoder are machine 
events as opposed to"phoneme" or other linguistic units 
generally in use. Speech i.5 an extremely irregular signaling 
system. Everyone's voice is different and so is the voice of 
a given talker in different situations. These efforts will 
be sufficient to show that the code of speech is not at all 
simple to break. The synthesis of sounds generated by human 
vocal tract or by musical instruments proved to be a task for 
easier than the recognition problem. While highly irregular 
nature of speech is a drawback in recognition, the 
permissible irregularities are conversely advantageous in 
synthesis. 
The characteristics of speech sounds, variability in 
pronounciation, stress patterns, sound patterns of words and 
dictionary, gramatical structure of language, meaning of 
words and sentences and context of conversation are the 
various type of knowledge sources for "the human being to 
recognize speech. 
Speech sounds are broadly classified a5:(l) vowels and 
(2) consonants. Now a great deal of experimental research is 
being devoted to studies of acoustic properties of phonemes 
in general and consonants in particular, in different 
languages. The methodology essentially consists in the 
identification of phoneme samples or acoustic segments 
thereof in an environment of other phoneme or otherwise by a 
set of suitable and selected listners and analysing the 
responses in a logical manner. When a consonant is adjacent 
to a vowel the possible acoustic cues for its identification 
will depend upon the study of the various categories of 
consonants - Fricatives, nasals ,semi-vowels and stops. 
Therefore, first of all, We decided to address the study of 
(Hindi) stop consonants in the final position of CVC 
syllables using long abutted vowels /a,i,u/, the aspect 
having had scant attention in previous studies. 
0 H A P T E R : 2 : 
F E A T U R E S OF S P E E C H S O U N D 
Speech Production 
The machinary involved in speech production is shown in 
figure 2.1. The speech appratus subserves the more 
fundameni^al processes of breathing and eating. The primary-
function of inhalation is accomplished by expanding the rib-
cage, reducing the air pressure in the lungs and drawing air 
into the lungs via nostrils, nasal cavity, velum port and 
trachea. Air is expelled by the same route. In eating 
mastication takes place in the oral cavity. When food is 
swallowed the structures at the enterance to the trachea are 
drawn up under the epiglotti.'-3. The epiglottis shields the 
opening and prevents food going into wind pipe. The vocal 
tract is an acoustic tube of nori uniform cross soctLori.'il area 
and is about 17 cm among for an adult male. It is terminated 
by the lips at one end and by the vocal cord constriction at 
the top of the trachea at the other end, and is deformed in 
cross sectional area by movement of the articulators, namely 
the lips, jaw, tongue and velum. The nasal tract constitutes 
an ancillary path for sound transmission and it begins at the 
velum and terminates at the nostrils. The source of energy 
for speech production lies in the thoracic and abdominal 
musculatures. Air is drawn into the lungs by enlarging the 
chest cavity and lowering the diaphragm. During speaking 
lung pressure is mentained by the expansion of rib cage. 
The voiced' sounds of speech are produced by the 
vibratory action of the vocal cord and production of sound in 
this manner is called phonation. The action proceeds in the 
following manner. Consider the massive tensed vocal cords 
The Mechanism of Spcccli Production 
VAL C A V I T Y 
Fig. 2.1. Schematic diagram of the human vocal mechanism 
initially together. The subglottal air pressure is increased 
sufficiently to force them apart with a lateral acceleration. 
As the air flow builds up in the orifice, the local pressure 
reduces according to Bernoulli's relation and a force acts to 
reduce the cords to approximate position. As the cords are 
again drawn together the flow is diminished and the local 
pressure approaches the subglottal value. The relaxation 
cycle is then repeated. The mass and compliance of the cords 
and the subglottal pressure determine the period of 
oscillatioh. This period is generally shorter than the 
natural period of the cords i.e. the cords are driven in a 
forced oscillation. Whisperred speech is produced by 
substituting a noise source for the normally vibrating vocal 
cords. 
Sounds of speech 
For the transmission of information, a language must 
consist of a finite number of distinguishable mutually 
exclusive sounds, i.e., the language must be constructed of 
basic linguistic units which have the property, if one 
replaces another in an utterance then meaning is chai^ged. The 
acoustic manifestations of a basic unit may vary widely and 
all such variations signify the same linguistic element. 
Features of speech which may be phonemically distinct in one 
language may not be phonemic in another. The statistical 
costraints of the language greatly influence the precision 
with which a phoneme needs to be articulated. A phonetic 
symbol used for a phonetic transcription is conveniently 
enclosed in brackets and when used to indicate a phoneme, it 
is usually enclosed in virgules / /. 
Classification of speech sounds is done according to 
their manner and place of production. Phoneticians have found 
this method convenient to indicate the characteristics of 
sounds , e . g. , the articulation of vowel sounds is generally-
described by the position of tongue hump along the vocal 
tract and the degree of constriction. This classification 
method will be employed in speech sounds as: 
(1) Vowels and 
(2) Consonants. 
Vowels 
The vowel sounds of speech are generally produced 
exclusively by vocal cord ( or voiced) excitation of the 
tract. The vowels are further characterised by negligible 
nasal coupling and by radiation only from the mouth. If the 
nasal tract is effectively coupled to the vocal tract during 
the production of a vowel, the vowel becomes nasal i zsed. The 
10 most frequent vowels of Hindi speech are classified 
according to tongue-hump-position and degree of constriction 
scheme and they are arranged as shown in Table-2.1. 
Consonants 
The consonants constitute those sounds which are not 
exclusively voiced and mouth radiated from a relatively 
stable vocal configuration. They are generally characterised 
by greater tract constrictioiis than the vowels. I'he short 
time dynamic motion of the vocal apparatus are crucial to 
the production of an important class of consonants. Those 
consonants for which vocal motion is not requisito may be 
uttered as sustained sounds and hence are termed as 
continuants. 
TABLE - 2.1 
Degree of 
Constriction 
Tongue-hump-position 
front back 
High 
Medium 
Low 
^ / i / 
/ I / -^ 
/ e / " ^ 
/ £/ ^ 
/ a / m 
/ v^  / ~ 5 L 
/ U / ^ 
/ 0 / ^ 
/ 0 / "^ 
Fricative consonants 
Fricatives are produced from an incoherent noise 
excitation of the vocal tract. The noise is generated by 
turbulent air flow at some point of constriction. Common 
constriction for producing fricative consonants are tho.5e 
formed by the tongue behind the teeth (dental),the upper 
teeth on the lower lip (labio-dental), the tongue to the gum-
ridge (alveolar),the tongue against th© hard or soft palate 
(palatal or velar respectively) and the vocal cords 
constricted and fixed (glottal).Radiation of fricatives 
normally occurs from the mouth. If the vocal cord source 
10 
operates in conjuction with the noise source, the fricative 
is the voiced fricative and if only the noise source is 
used, the fricative is unvoiced. 
In fact, the turbulance which accompanies fricative 
consonants provides sufficient information to listners to 
discriminate the sounds in any syllable environment 
(Harris,1958 ; Heins & Stevens,1961 ).It has further been 
observed that duration of noise is a cue to distinguish among 
fricatives, affricates,and stops ( Gerstman et.al.,1956 ; 
Ahmad and Gupta, 1978 ). 
Nasal consonants 
The nasal consonants or nasals are normally excited by 
the vocal cords and hence are voiced. A complete closer is 
made toward the front of the vocal tract at the gum-ridge or 
by the tongue at the hard or soft palate. The velum is opened 
wide and the nasal tract provides the main sound transmission 
channel. Most of the sound transmission takes place at the 
nostrils. The closed oral cavity functions as a side branch 
resonator coupled to the main path and it can sustantially 
influence the sound radiated. 
Glides and Semi-vowels 
Two small group of consonants contain sounds that 
greately resemble vowels. These are the glides /w,j/ and the 
semi-vowels /r,l/. Both are characterized by voiced 
excitation of the tract, no effective nasal coupling and 
sound radiation from the mouth. The glides are dynamic 
sounds, invariably precede a vowel and exhibit movement 
toward the vowel. The semi-vowels are continuents in which 
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"the oral channel is more constricted than in most vowels and 
tongue lip is not down. 
Stop Consonants 
Those consonants which depend upon vocal tract dynamics 
for their creation are the stop consonants. To produce these 
sounds a complete closure is formed at some point in the 
vocal tract.The lungs build up pressure behind this 
constriction and the pressure is suddenly released by an 
abrupt motion of the articulators. The explosion and 
aspiration of air help to characterize the stops. The closure 
can be labial, dental, alveolar, palatal or velar. The stops 
can be produced with or without simultaneous voicing. 
The acoustic cues for this category of consonants in 
normal speech are gap (silence) followed by release burst, 
aspiration noise (only in case of aspirated stops ) , and 
transition to the vowel if the consonants precede the vowel 
(CV),or vowel transition to the consonants, gap, release 
burst and aspiration noise, when the consonant is followed by 
a vowel (VC). If the stop is voiced, the gap is filled, may 
be partially, by voice bar (VB) having energy at a frequency 
not greater that 200 Hz. 
Cooper et.al.(1952) , Winitz et.al.(1972) and La Riviere 
et.al.(1975)showed that burst is sufficient for the 
identification of voiceless stops whereas second formant 
transition alongwith class marker cues (extensive first 
formant transition or VB ) has been found sufficient for the 
recognition of voiced stops. 
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Liberman et.al.(1967) and Cole and Scott (1974) found 
that burst is an invariant perceptual cue for stops occurring 
in syllable- initial position. 
Blumstein and Stevens (1979) have demonstrated that 
the gross spectral properties of 10 - 20 ms of onset or 
offset of CV or VC syllables (may be either burst or 
transition, or both together ) are sufficient for 
identifying the place of articulation of stop consonants. 
4> ^ P -P -t 
The stop consonants /Pit,t,k; b,d,d,g; p'^,t^,t ,k ; b ^ , 
d , g / occurring frequently in final position of Hindi 
syllables have been used in the present study. 
Speech is described as a sequence of discrete entities 
called phonemes which may not be isolated from words. Phoneme 
is a minimal unit in speech, a change of which in a word 
(sound) will change the meaning of the word. The phonemes 
are classified according to the features of articulation 
processes used to generate the sounds . These features of 
speech production are reflected in certain acoustic 
characteriestics which are probably detected by listners to 
identify the sounds. In order to describe the identification 
of consonants used in the present study the following set of 
features (Ahmed & Agrawal,1969) have been adopted as a 
basis for their classification. 
Voicing 
This may be explained on the basis of articulatory or in 
acoustic terms. The vocal cords do not vibrate during the 
closure period when voiceless conosnants/ p,t,t,k;p ,t ,t^ ,k 
/ are produced whereas thay do vibrate for voiced consonants 
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•Q -P P / b,d,d,g ;b , d , g /. On "the other hand, acoustic^illy, a low 
amplitude buzz energy at frequency below 200 Hz is observed 
during the closure period of voiced stops whereas voiceless 
stops have no energy during the same period. 
Aspiration: 
This can be defined as "glottal friction produced with 
(for voiced sounds ) or without ( for voiceless sounds ) 
glottal pulsing (due to air flow through the glottis ) while 
the glottis is narrowly or widely opened and the supra 
glottal vocal tract is unobstructed" ( Dixit, 1979 ) 
Acoustically, aspiration can be described as noise (random 
stippling ) mostly at the frequencies near second and third 
formants of the following or preceding vowels. The sounds / p^ 
,t^ , t^, k ; b , d , g^/ are designated as aspirated sounds 
« 
while the rest /p,t,t,k;b,d,d,g/ are unaspirated. 
Place : 
This feature relates to the major constriction and is 
different from the features described earlier. Each 
consonant has a place of articulation and is designated by 
the action of lower and upper articulators during 
constriction. The sounds may be categorizes as: 
(1) Labial: The sounds/ P,P ,b,b^/ come under this 
category. 
(2) Dental: The sounds / t,t ,d,d / come in this 
category 
(.3) Retroflex (Post~alveolar) : The sounds / t,t , d/ are 
in this category. 
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(4) Velar". /k.,k , g,g^/ are grouped as velar consonants. 
Acoustical Characteristic of Speech'. 
The acoustical characteristic of human speech is of a 
much more complex nature than the sound produced normally 
through mechanical means such as musical instruments. In fact 
human speech waves are never either fully periodic or fully 
noise-like random phenomena. We can classify all speech waves 
in to six basic categories namely (1) quiescent,(2) burst, 
(3) quasi-random,(4)quasi periodic, (5) double periodic and 
(6) irregular periodic (D. D. Majumder, A. K. Dutta and N. R. 
Ganguli, 1973). 
A quiescent speech wave is such a speech wave for which 
the instantaneous amplitude of the wave generated by vocal 
mechanism is approximately zero. This type of speech wave is 
produced during queit respiration or during certain closure 
of the vocal tract. 
A speech burst has the form of impulse and is produced 
by the release of closure in the vocal tract. 
A quasi-random speech wave is produced by the vocal 
mechanism such that successive amplitudes at regular 
intervals of time are approximately uncorrelated and random. 
A quasi-periodic speech wave is produced by a vocal 
mechanism which is recurrent and in which the wave forms for 
successive period are approximately the same. 
A double periodic sound wave is produced by a vocal 
mechanism which is recurrent and in which the wave forms of 
alternate periods are more similar then those of successive 
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periods. 
An irroguiar periodic speech wave is produced by a vocal 
mGchanism which is recurrent and in which the wave forms of 
successive periods vary in an irregular manner. 
Acoustic Parameters of Human Speech: 
The acoustic speech parameters, described in literature 
are broadly divided into tvjo classes -(1) acoustic pVionetic 
parameters and (2) acoustic prosodic parameters. 
The Acouatio Phonetic Parameters: 
There are six acoustic phonetic parameter described as 
follows: 
l.Gap: A gap is an interval during which the vocal mechanism 
does not produce sound, which is proceeded and/or followed by 
an interval during which the vocal mechanism does produce a 
sound and during which a driving pressure is applied to a 
closure of vocal tract. 
2. The Frequency of a vowel is the frequency of the 
decaying sinusoidal response of a resonance in the vocal 
tract. 
3. The amplitude of vowel or constant formant is the maximum 
amplitude of the decaying sinusoidal response of a resonance 
in the vocal tract. 
4. A voice bar is a low frequency resonant response of the 
vocal tract that is excited by successive impulses of air 
emitted from true vocal folds while the voice tract is closed 
by one or more supraglottal articulators. 
5. The frequency of a consonant antiresonance is the 
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frequency at which a minimum occurs in the magnitude of the 
envelope of the energy spectrum, if the minimum is in a 
region where the magnitude of the envelope of the spectrum is 
substantially reduced relative to the magnitude that the 
envelope would have if the antiresonance were not present. 
The frequency of antiresonance is an important cue for 
distinguishing nasal consonants. 
6. A broad-band continuous spectrum is a band of energy which 
is continuous over a relatively wide range of frequencies in 
the speech spectrum which has higher total energy blian any 
other band of frequencies that occur simultaneously in the 
spectrum and within which the peak energy divided by the 
energy of any other frequency within the band does not exceed 
30 dB.The fricative consonants are characterized by the 
presence of broad~band continuous spectrum. 
In addition to these, another acoustic phonetic 
parameter, the formant band width is very useful and is 
defined to be the range of frequency of a formant measured 
upto 3 dB down from the peak of the envelope. 
The Acoustic Prosodic Parameters: 
The acoustic prosodic parameters are (l)acoustic 
phonetic duration (2) average fundamental frequency and (3) 
average speech power, as explained below : 
1. Acoustic Phonetic duration: This is the time interval of 
the duration of a phone plus the duration of those phonetic 
transitions which are associated with a phone. Usually this 
parameter is associated with studies of stress and intonation 
and this is also used for the distinction between aspirated 
17 
and unaspirated consonants. 
2. Average Fundamental Frequency: This is the froquoncy of 
the first harmonic of a periodic speech wave which is 
produced by the true vocal folds and which is averaged by a 
weighting function over an interval of time. 
3. Average Speech Power: This is the product of pressure and 
volume velocity in a speech wave produced by the vocal 
mechanism averaged by a weighting function over an interval 
of time. 
18 
C H A P T E R : 3 : 
R E V I E W A N D E X P E R I M E N T A L S T U D Y 
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Review 
Lawrence J. Raphael (1971) has ostablishod that the 
duration of a vowel is a significant cue to the voicing 
characteristics of the consonant that follows it. Ho 
investigated the effect of varying preceding vowel duration 
upon the perception of word final stops, fricatives, and 
clusters in synthetic speech. A variety of minimal CVC(C) 
pairs was synthesized and the vowel of each was varied over a 
range of values derived fi'om durations found in real speech 
samples. It was found that regardless of the cues for voicing 
or voicelessness used in the synthesis of the' final 
consonants or clusters, listners perceived the final segments 
as voiceless when they were preceded by vowels of short 
duration and as voiced when they were preceded by vowels of 
long duration. Discrimination test.5 show that the voicing 
characteristic is cued by vowel duration, and perception is 
continuous rather than categorical. 
Acoustic characteristics and features of human speech 
sounds on the basis of spectrographic analysis of a limited 
number of Hindi speech sounds have been done by A.K. Dutta, 
D. D. Majumder and N.R.Ganguly (1973) The acoustic 
phonetic and the acoustic prosodic parameters of human speech 
have briefly been explained and the formant frequencies and 
duration of Hindi vowels , concentration of acoustic energy 
for plosives and some affricates along with other i-elated 
parameters of consonants are studied. 
The formant frequencies of Telugu vowels in CVC context 
and their variation as well as distribution in different 
20 
L'requeiicy pianes has been car.ried out by D. Dutta Majumder, 
A.K.Dutta and N.R. Ganguli (1978).In this study an attempt 
has been made to link the articulators with the frequency 
variation. A comparative degree of variation for different 
pairwiso articulatory distinctive features are discvissed. A 
statistical test on the formant frequencies reveals that 
they follow a normal distribution. They found that the vowel 
durations are influenced by the degree of opening of vocal 
tract and that there exists a correlation between phonetical 
environment and the vowel duration. 
The error matrices of perception tests for the 
consonants in initial and final positions showed significant 
differences in the responses, according to Ahmed R and 
Agrawal S.S. (1969). A quantitative procedure was adopted to 
ascertain as to which features were most significant for 
listners arid whether or not these were similar in the initial 
and final positions. The amount of information transmitted in 
bits per stimulus was calculated for all features and for 
each feature separately. The data indicated that the rank 
order of the features is not similar in the two positions. A 
comparision of observations made by earlier workers with that 
of the work on intelligibility of consonants in clipped 
speech .showed that the initial and final vowel transitions 
play different roles in recognition of consonants. 
Tej K. Bhatia (1976) examined the predictive power of 
the theories of aspiration which predict that aspirated 
sounds would be perceived as unaspirated in word final 
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position and showed on the contrary that in final position in 
Hindi stops, such a neutralisation between unaspirated and 
aspirated stops was absent and the intelligibility of 
aspirated sounds in Hindi was higher on the perception scale 
while that of unaspirated sounds had a lower rank. 
Spectrographic,glottographic and pressure flow data for 
Hindi were presented by R. Prakash Dixit (1979) to show that 
aspiration associated with voiced and voiceless stop 
consonants cannot be produced unless the following conditions 
are mot 
(1) the glottis is open, 
(2) the supraglottal vocal tract is unobstructed and 
(3) the rate of air flow through the glottis relative to 
the size of glottal aperture is adequate. 
If the first two conditions are met the third condition 
will be automatically met, assuming that the function of the 
respiratory mechanism during speech is to generate an 
undifferentiated uniform air stream. In accordance with the 
above aspiration can be defined as glottal friction produced 
with or without glottal pulsing while the glottis is narrowly 
or widely open and the supraglottal vocal tract is 
unobstructed. There may be some cavity friction during the 
aspiratory period of a stop consonant, although this friction 
will be minor as compared to the glottal friction. 
To distinguish among stop consonants of different 
languages, some use voicing, others use aspiration, still 
others use voicing and aspiration together. Hindi falls in 
the last group of languages. The intersection categories of 
voicing and aspiration yield a lour way manner contrast in 
various stop consonants of Hindi; unvoiced unaspii-ated 
(/p,t,t,k/), voiced unaspirated (/b,d,d,g/), unvoiced 
aspirated (/p"*^, t^, t^, k*^ /) and voiced aspirated (/b ,d , d^ , 
• • 
John T.Hogan and Anton J. Rozsypal (1980) indicated 
that vowels before voiced and voiceless consonants exhibit a 
systametic duration difference, the former being longer 
approximately by a 3:2 ratio than the later. Experiments with 
synthetic speech have shown that vowel duration is an 
important cue for the voicing distinction of the following 
consonant in word final position. The role of this cue is 
evaluated for natural speech which may also contain 
secondary cues such as vowel height and following consonant 
type,i.e., stop, affricate or fricative for maintaining this 
distinction. The stimuli spoken by a female speaker wore 24 
monosyllabic English words ending with voiced stops, 
fricatives and consonant clusters after intrinsically long 
and intrinsically short vowels. Duration of the vowel nucleus 
was systematically reduced using a digital gating technique . 
Recognition rate as a function of vowel duration were 
obtained. Category change takes place mainly for 
intrinsically long vowels and for high vowels in combination 
with final fricatives alone or in consonant clusters . In 
other cases category change cannot be established even after 
the vowel duration is reduced to 30% of . its original 
duration. In particular the presence of long voice bar for a 
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final voiced stop was found to make stiortening of the vowel 
perceptually less effective. A multiple regression analysis 
of the experimental data indicates that in natural speech not 
only vowel duration , but also voice bar duration, duration 
of 'silent closure' preceding the final release transient, 
and duration of the release burst or frication noise, 
depending upon the consonant type vary in weight as cues 
for voicing under different vowel and consonant type 
conditions. 
Many workers have found that the duration of preceding 
vowel is a primai-y and even necessary cue to voicing in final 
stop consonants but the results of Carolyn Wardrip - Fruin 
(1981) suggest that in natural speech, vowel duration 
differences are probably neither necessary nor adequate cues 
to this distinction and that voicing during closure may be 
required to disambiguate final voiced stops. 
A. Ahmad, S.H.S. Rizvi and S,K. Gupta (1985) studied the 
relative importance of various acoustic cues for t,he 
identification of Hindi stop consonants in syllable final 
position. The results indicate that the VC transition is not 
sufficient for place and voicing identification and that the 
voiced released burst of a voiced stop is a stronger 
perceptual cue than the voiceless release burst of 
voiceless stops. All the three cues (vowel formant 
transition, closure/voice bar, and release brust) are needed 
for the maximal recognition of unaspirated stops whereas , in 
the case of their aspirated counterparts the removal of the 
VC transition from stimuli containing all three cues ( vowel 
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transition, ciosure/voice bar and aspiration noise) causes 
an enhanc€;n)ent in correct scores due to an increase in the 
identiflability of the aspiration feature, the place scores 
remaining unaltered.It is also found that aspiration noise ( 
including release burst,) is a sufficient, cue for t.he place 
identification of the aspirtes. Voicing identification of 
voiced stops requires the presence of the occlusion interval 
filled with glottal pulsations. 
The acoustic measurements in the study by Ahmad, Rizvi 
and Gupta were carried out manually from the sonagrams 
partially on the pattern of Peterson and Lehiste (1960) and 
Ohman (1965) in the following manner: 
(1) The duration of the steady-state vowel was measured 
from the offset of CV transition to the onset of the VC 
transition, the two positions being marked by the extreme 
points through which the second-formant is parallel to the 
time axis. 
(2) The VC transition was noted at the end of regular 
glottal pulsing at or above the second-formant level. 
(3) The closure was marked by almost total absence of 
energy in second or higher formants from the offset of 
transition to the onset of burst/or aspiration noise. 
(4) The onset of burst was indicated by an abrupt change 
in the overall spectrum after occlusion. The offset of burst 
in unaspirated stops was assessed by observing cessation of 
acoustic enei'gy in the spectrogram. 
Need of the Spectrographic Study: 
Due to the highly complex character of the speech waves, 
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J nndequocy of the kiiowlodfTo of how the inteli.lgonce As 
ornbedded in the acoustic and othor paramotors and tho 
statistical variations associated with biological process 
involved, this apparently simple problem engaged the 
attention of researchers for almost a century. 
V?e shall discuss acoustic-phonetic features of human 
speech sounds. At tho acoustical level, the analytical 
methods employed before the last world war certainly 
cont.ributed to store information on the acoustic cues of 
speech but these analyses in some cases led to erroneous 
conclusions . The great impact on speech research come with 
the developement of the sound spectrograph at the Ball 
Laboratories in 1945. 
Sound spectrograph provides a convenient means for 
permanently displaying the time spectrum of a sizeable 
duration of signal. Its choice of time windows is made to 
highlight important acoustic and perceptual features such as 
voicing, friction, stress, pitch and formant structure etc. 
In spectrograph the sample is first recorded on a 
magnetic disk. The recorded signal is played repeatedly and 
passed through hetrodynically variable band pa.'ns filter. The 
intensity and energy output is registered on electric 
sensitive facsimile paper. An electromechanical link 
ensures that tuning of the filter and the position of writing 
stylus are changed on each operation. On a sound spectrogram 
time is represented on the horizontal axis, frequency on the 
vertical axis and variation in intensity as darkness.Two bahd 
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pass filter widths are generally used in spectrogram, first, 
45 Hz, called the narrow band, and second, 300Hs, called the 
broad band. The narrow band is used to investigate frequency 
composition in detail, i.e., harmonics of voiced sound and 
the manner of harmonic variation with time. The wide band is 
used to investigate broad frequency and time variation 
resulting from selective modulation produced by variation in 
the vocal cavities during the formation of sounds.The broad 
band pattern is also used for pitch determination, which is 
accomplished by measuring the frequency of vertical 
striations. The spectrograph was to be used to obtain the 
acoustic features of speech such as formant frequency, 
bandwidth, transition and duration and other acoustic events. 
But due to some mechanical problem in Kay's Model 7029-A 
available in our laboratory , the spectrograms have been 
taken on DSP Sonograph model DM5500 at Communication Sciences 
Unit, Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta. 
Speech Material: 
The standard form of Hindi uses 32 consonants in which 
some are exclusively used in either the initial or final 
position of a syllable. However barring four consonants 
/d,r,r, n/, there are 28 consonants, /P,P ,b,tr';t,t,d,d ;t,t^ 
. • # • • 
,d;tf ,t| , dy , dy; ;k,k'~, g, g"^;m,n, j , r, 1 ,w; s, Jjh/, which are used 
in both initial and final position of syllables. Since we 
were interested in finding out acoustic cues in final 
position of stop consonants . We have taken into 
R € -L 
consideration only 15 stop consonants,i.e., /p,p ,b,b^ ;t,t 
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, d, cr^; t , 0^ , d-.k.-l'T', g, K^/ ir i f l i i a i p o s i t i o n . The a s p i r a t e d st .op 
• • t 
/ d / was nob included because ol its nonoccurence in final 
position. The abutted vowels used are /a/, /i/ and /u/. These 
15 consonants in final position were embedded witli vowel /a/, 
/i/ and /u/ and an appropiate initial consonant to constitute 
45, most of them meaningful, CVC syllcibles which are listed 
in Table - 3.1. 
Preparation of Stimuli: 
The listed meaningful isolated CVC syllables vjere 
pronounced twice in isolation and once in carrier sentence 
(/p Ir sS bOlO CVC/) in natural way before a controlletd 
magnetic microphone by three adult male Hindi native 
speakers,each of them a bilingual in the sense of having 
adequate knowledge of English as a second language were used 
to obtain a total of 405 tokens ( 270 in isolation and 135 in 
carrier sentence ). These tokens in isolation were recorded 
through a Philips deck AW 586 in the free field of a 
partially acoustically treated room. Sonograms of the above 
meaningful CVC syllables were prepared using Kay's Digital 
Signal Processing Sonograph Model DM5500. The tokens in 
carrier sentence were spoken directly by the three speakers 
into the attached microphone of the DM 5500 work station. 
The DSP Sonograph 5500: 
The DSP sonograph DM5500 is a signal analysis work 
station. It has the analysis versatility and speed to quickly 
i^ rialyse dynamic .•signals in the most revealing v/ays ponsible. 
The work station combines tiie featui'es of a real time 
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Table - 3.1 
List of Forty Five Meaningful Hindi Words 
f U n d i 
O r t h o g r a p h y 
c^Tq 
M Id 
TT5r 
T T ^ 
^ 7 5 
HT5-
cfT& 
VT^ 
m^ 
T^m 
cj'lo 
WTa 
^"Pl 
V.JH 
^Tg 
I PA 
Symbol 
/ t a p / 
/ p a t / 
/ p a t / 
* 
/ p a k / 
/ d a b / 
/ t : a d / 
/ k a d / 
/ s a g / 
/ s a ^ / 
/ s a t ^ / 
/ k a t " ^ / 
/ s a k " ^ / 
/ t / a b ^ / 
/ s a d " ^ / 
/ b a g " ^ / 
H i n d i 
O r t h o g r a p h y 
^1q-
5fta 
"^Tr 
qi-^ 
Mid 
cft^ " 
^t;? 
»mi 
Tfl^ 
rty 
Tte 
?i"r;3 
ufT'l 
?^ "ry 
c i lU 
I PA 
Symbol 
/ d i p / 
/ J i t / 
/ k i t / 
• 
/ P i k / 
/ P i b / 
/ d i d / 
/ S i d / 
• 
/ b " ^ i g / 
/ t y i p " ^ / 
/ t i t " ^ / 
/ P i f ^ / 
• 
/ s i k " ^ / 
/ d g i # ' / 
/ s i d " ^ / 
/ b i g " ^ / 
H i n d i 
O r t h o g r a p l i y 
c[,tr 
^ 
^ 
^ 
^ 
^ 
^ 
5^ 
^tfi 
T[?I 
^ d 
^ i 
V'i 
^ '^ 
^.^ 
I PA 
S y m b o l 
/ k u p / 
/ d u t / 
/ p A i t / 
/ t ' ^ u k / 
/ k ^ u b / 
/ k u d / 
/ P ^ u d / 
• 
/ t ^ A g / 
/ S U E ^ / 
/ g u t " ^ / 
/d^ul:"^/ 
/ b ^ u k ^ / 
/b"^ub^ / 
/ d u d ^ / 
/ t u g " ^ / 
• 
spectrograph, a computer based data acquisition system and a 
high speed dual channel FFT analyzer. Thus a complete system 
appi~oach is provided. The system uses a combination of 
general microprocessor and special digital signal processing 
chips to provide a powerful signal analyzer. Any signal in 
the DC to 32 kHz range can be analyzed in real time. Besides, 
the system stores the incoming signal which allows for 
further processing using varried analysis techniques. The 
system is entirely " menu driven" with pull down menus. 
Frequently used analysis formats can be stored and then 
recalled at the push of a button. The DSP sonograF>h is a 
progi-ammable machine and it provides for the addition of any 
new analysis developed from time to time. 
The DSP sonograph designed to analyse dynamic or 
nonstationary signals, such as speech, characterised by 
spectral changes over time require an analysis and display of 
the spectral changes over time to clearly reveal their 
acoustic " signatures" . The DSP sonograph includes signal 
acquisition, a large signal memory, variable filter width, 
combination displays, variable time history displays and 
other techniques for analysing these signals in several 
revealing ways. 
The DSP sonograph has the capability to acquire and 
store signals, it includo.'j a large data buffer whlcli store 
from 2 Mbytes to 8 Mbytes of signals. With the SCSI 
interface, the acquired signal can be rapidily communicated 
to a host computer. Frequency ranges from DC to 250 Hz and DC 
to 32 kHz are provided in the system. 
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The sonograph inoiudes maitipie processors to perform 
the antialiasing filtering on two input signals during signal 
acquisition, analysis and display. 
Time varying signals sucFi as speech change in frequency 
and amplitude over time. An analysing Bystem must have 
sufficient dynamic range to accurately represent these signal 
variations. The machine acquires, analyses and displays in 
real time and allows full use of the dynamic range. 
The machine has the ability to acquire and store input 
during analysis and therefore at any time one can look back 
at the signal stored and re-analyze them with a different 
analysis setup. 
The SCSI interface is used to send the captured signal 
to another computer for storage or for further analysis.And 
all of these features combine to provide extremely fast 
processing and thus the user has not to wait for an analysis 
to be performed. All input signals are analysed in real time 
and stored signals can be re-analysed within one to four 
seconds. 
The sonograph is a full dual channel system. It 
simultaneously acquires, analyses and displays two separate 
channels. The channels can be two separate input signals or 
the user can use the dual channel capability to analyse the 
same signal, in real time, with separate analysis techniques. 
For example, the system could analyse the same signal using 
both wide and narrow band analyses providing both precise 
time and frequency resolution. The second channel could also 
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be a timing reference signal to help synchronised 
mui ticliannei analysis. 
Fig 3.1 (a block diagram) illustrates the multiple 
processing architocturo of the work station. Separate 
processors for antialiasing filtering, DMA transfer, 
graphics, processing and two Texas instruments TMS 32020 
digital signal processing chips allow fast system throughput. 
The host processor, a Motorola 68000 acts as a controller of 
these separate processing modules. Individual programs, all 
written in fast assembly code are selected from menus and 
loaded using DMA, from PROM memory into the separate 
processing modules. 
The DSP sonograph uses the SCSI interface because this 
sonograph is a very fast signal analysis workstation. When it 
is connected to a host computer, it is desirable that data 
can be exchanged between the two systems at a very high 
speed. The SCSI interface is ideal in these applications and 
has gained wide acceptance where high speed communication is 
important. The sonograph includes the following : 
1. All input, analysis and graphics hardware. 
2. Real time analysis capability. 
3. 2 Mbytes RAM 
4. 1.5 Mbytes PROM 
5. 6 Frequency Ranges from DC- 250 Hz to DC- 32 kHz. 
6. Dual Channel Capability. 
7. Complete Signal Conditioning on Input and Output 
Channels. 
8. System Sampling rates of 162 kHz. 
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F i g : 3 . 1 : Block d iagram of DSp Sonagraph Model DM 5500 
9. Waveiorni Dir.play. 
1.0. (Jont.our Display. 
11. Narrow- and Wide Band Spectrographic Display. 
12. Two Time and two Frequency Cursors. 
13. Editing Capability. 
14. FFT Analysis with Selectable Transform size. 
15. Frequency Zoom. 
16. Split Screen Display. 
17. Adjustable Dynamic Range (12-66 dB). 
18. Pulldown Menus. 
19. Power Spectrum and Points and Average. 
20. Analysis Mode ( Panel setup) Storage. 
21. Colorization of Spectrograms. 
22. 13" RGB Color High Resolution Multisync Monitor. 
23. Dual Speakers 
24. Keyboard System. 
The temporal measurements are done with the help of two 
movable vertical cursors. On setting these cursors on extreme 
edges of acoustic cues (steady state vowel duration, second 
formant transition, gap and burst and aspiration etc.) the 
duration between two cursor position of acoustic cue is 
displayed on the screen. 
Measurement of duration of aoouotio features: 
To measure the duration of acoustic features (burst, 
vowel transitions, gaps, aspiration, noise etc.) , the sound 
spectrograms of all utterances in isolation were prepared 
using the Kay's DSP sonograph model DM 5500. The feature 
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duration determination for the ut/terances in the context of 
-P 
carrier sentence ( p M r ,s£. bOJ.O CVC ) wns carried out 
with tokens produced on the spot: two of the speakers of 
these utterances were new speakers. Thus only one set of 
measurements could be carried out such that the speaker was 
common in the two contexts. A representative spectrogram of 
syllable /kad/ has been shown in figure 3.2. The arrow on 
time axis in the figure indicate the onset and/or offset of 
the acoustic feature.The procedure for acoustic measurement 
was partially based on the work of Peterson and Lehiste 
(1960) and Ohman (1965) and are detailed below: 
Steady - state Vowel: 
The terminations of second formant of steady-state vowel 
are observed by noting the two extreme points on the wide 
band spectrograms through which the formant becomes parallel 
to time axis, 
Transition: 
The duration of vowel transition of second formant is 
from the offset of steady-state vowel (on-set of vowel 
transition) to the offset of vowel transition - where regular 
glottal pulsing at frequency of second formant ceases. 
Gap: 
This duration is marked spectrographically by almost the 
total absence of energy In the frequency range of tlie second 
formant or beyond.If the stop is voiced it will have glottal 
pulsing below a froqufjncy of 200 Uz not necessarily 
throughout the occlusion period. For final stops, the time 
duration between off-set of second or higher formant 
3 3 
A - U = Sl.eiidy S ta te Vowel 
B - C :: VO Trans i t i on . 
C • L) r: Cap. 
L> " E - Burst, 
h'ig-"3.^J: Wide band Lipectrograrn ol"' the word /kad/ in i s o J a t i o n 
transition and onset of burst/or aspiration noise has been 
treated as gap duration. 
Burst: 
The onset of burst in final position of the CVC syllable 
is marked by fixing the points where the pattern shows an 
abrupt change in the overall spect-rum after occlusion. The 
offset burst is noted when energy ceases either at a 
frequency near second formant or higher. 
The two extreme ends of acoustic cues are marked by two 
cursors on screen of sonograph and time duration between two 
cursors positions are displayed. The cursors positions were 
judged by two persons, one the author and the other always an 
experienced and well versed senior worker in the field. 
However if there was any discrepancy, the name was removed by 
hearing the sound of that particular region of acoustic 
feature marked by the two cursors and making appropriate 
ainmendments. Thus the error in judgement and subsequent 
measurement could be reduced to a possible minimal level, 
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C H A P T E R : 4 
R E S U L T S A N D D I S C U S S I O N 
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Results and Discussion 
Isolated Words 
The vowel length (steady state vowel t Vc tr?u\yition) 
and gap duration of 15 stop cori.'3onants in final position of 
meaningful Hindi CVC syllables with three abutted vowels 
/a/,/i/,/u/ for tokens spoken in isolation by 3 adult male 
speakers are presented in Table - 1 and Table - 2 
respectively. The range of voiced and voiceless consonants is 
from 215 to 274 msec. It has been found from Table - 1 that 
vowel duration for unaspirated stops is longer" (Avg 248 msec) 
than that for the aspircited stops (Avg 242 msec) and the 
duration for voiced consonants (Avg 263 mseic) is greater than 
the duration for voiceless consonants (Avg 227msec). The 
ratio of the average durations for voiced to voiceless 
endings varies from 1.13 to 1.19 whereas the difference of 
the same variations varies from 32 msec, to 42 msec, the 
duration for the voiced case always exceeding that for the 
voiceless case. Table - 2 shows that the gap (occlusion 
interval) duration for aspirated stops is shorter (Avg IIG 
msec) than tliat for unaspiraicd stops (Avg 132 msec) wliereas 
the duration for voiced consonants is shorter (Avg 99 msec) 
than that for the voiceless consonants (Avg 149 msec) fnid the 
ratio of the gap durations of voiced to voiceless consonants 
appears to be constant, the valno changing 1'rom 0.63 to 0.71, 
the average value being slightly higher (0.68) for the 
unaspirated case compared to 0.65 for the aspirated case. The 
gap duration varies from 88 to 160 msec. 
Table - 3 presents the effect of voicing on 
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TABLE - 1 
Effect of aspiration on vowel length duration (in msec) for 
voiced and voiceless consonants in isolation. 
Unaspirated Aspirated 
/a/ /i/ /u/ Avg. /a/ /i/ /u/ Avg. 
Voiced 2,74 
Voiceless 242 
Ratio 1.13 
Diff. 32 
256 
224 
1.14 
32 
263 
228 
1.15 
35 
264 
231 
1.14 
33 
274 
234 
1.17 
40 
253 
219 
1.15 
34 
257 
215 
1.19 
42 
261 
223 
1.17 
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TABLE - 2 
Effect of aspiration on gap duration (in msec) for voiced 
and voiceless consonants in isolation. 
Unaspirated Aspirated 
/a/ /i/ /u/ Avg. /a/ /i/ /u/ Avg. 
Voiced 109 100 
Voiceless 153 160 
Ratio 0.71 0.63 
Diff -44 -60 
108 
158 
0.68 
-50 
106 
157 
0.68 
-51 
098 
153 
0.64 
"55 
090 
131 
0.69 
-41 
088 
140 
0.63 
-52 
092 
141 
0.65 
-49 
TABLE - 3 
Effect of voicing on vowol loriRth and gap duration (Iti msoc) 
spoken in isoiation 
Voiced 
Voiceless 
Ratio 
Diff . 
/a/ 
274 
242 
1.13 
32 
Vowel 
/i/ 
255 
223 
1.14 
32 
Length 
/u/ 
260 
222 
1.17 
38 
Avg. 
263 
229 
1.15 
34 
/a/ 
104 
153 
0.68 
-49 
Gap 
/i/ 
096 
148 
0.65 
-52 
/u/ 
099 
150 
0.66 
-51 
Avg. 
100 
150 
0.66 
-50 
Table - 4 
iSteady-state vowel duration, vowel transition, vowel length and gap 
duration (in msec) of the temporal segments of the cognate words spoken 
in isolation. 
Cognate stop Steady-State Vowel Vowel Gap Burst 
Vowel duration Transition Length 
P - b 
t - d 
t - d 
4 ' 
k - g 
P * - b-e 
t*-d^ 
k^-i^ 
t"^  (*) 
• 
Average 
156-176 
161-182 
165-174 
154-171 
159-175 
158-178 
147-182 
160-
157-177 
070-081 
074-091 
073-094 
071-087 
063-080 
072-084 
070-080 
080-
070-085 
226-257 
235-273 
238-268 
225-258 
222-255 
230-262 
217-262 
240-
228-262 
153-105 
173-108 
152-109 
150-100 
133-093 
159-092 
132-090 
144-
150-100 
16-17 
18-18 
17-18 
24-23 
--
--
--
--
19-19 
•t 
(*) /t / has not been included in average, 
vowoi length and gap duration. It has been observed that the 
average vowel length duration for voiced connonanis (263 
msec) is longer tlian that for the voiceless consonants (2^9 
msec), whereas gap duration for voiced consonants is shorter 
(Avg 100 msec) in comparision to that for voiceless 
consonants (Avg 150 msec). The ratios for voiced to voiceless 
consonants are consistent. The variation for vowel length 
being from 1.1.3 to 1,17 and that for the occlusion interval 
being from 0.65 to 0.68. 
Table - 4 shows the acoustic cues for cognate stops and 
it is observed that the vowel length and gap duration of the 
cognate stops used in isolation and it has been found that 
vowel length duration for voiced consonants (Avg 263 msec) 
are longer than that for voiceless consonants (Avg 228 msec) 
and the gap durations, for voiced consonants are (Avg 100 
msec) shorter than those for the voiceless consonants (Avg 
150 msec). It is also observed that steady state vowel as 
well as VC transition, both are shorter when following stop 
is voiceless than the case when the vowel is followed by 
voiced stops. There is not much difference in the burst of 
unaspirated cognate stops. 
Effect of place of articulation on vowel length and gap 
duration was istudied by analysing the data presenod in Tables 
5 and 6 respectively. It has been found that the average 
duration for all vowels followed by voiceless consonants is 
largest for the retroflex (240 msec) followed in descending 
order by dental (233 msec), labial (224 msec), and velar (221 
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Table - 5 
Effect of place of articulation on steady-state vowel duration, 
vowel transition and on vowel length duration (in msec) 
in isolation. 
Place of Vowel Voiceless Voiced Ratio 
Articulation 
SSVD VT VL SGVD VT VL 
/a/ 155 075 230 173 087 260 1,13 
/i/ 155 061 216 173 077 250 1.16 
Labial /u/ 161 066 227 181 078 259 1.14 
Avg. 157 067 224 176 080 256 1.14 
/a/ 165 080 245 179 098 277 1.13 
/i/ 151 065 216 176 079 255 1.18 
Dental /u/ 161 076 237 185 086 271 1.14 
Avg. 159 074 233 180 088 268 1.15 
/a/ 172 084 256 193 105 298 1.16 
/!/ 158 074 232 162 090 252 1.09 
Retroflex /u/ 157 075 232 166 086 252 1.09 
Avg. 162 078 240 174 093 267 1.11 
/a/ 148 086 234 172 101 273 1.17 
/i/ 168 060 228 180 081 261 1.14 
Velar /u/ 137 065 202 185 070 255 1.26 
Avg. 151 070 221 179 084 263 1.19 
SSVD = Steady-state vowel duration. 
VT = Vowel transition. 
VL = Vowel'length. 
Table - 6 
Effect of Place of Articulation on Gap Duration (in msec) 
spoken in isolation 
Place of 
Articulation 
Labial 
Dental 
Retroflex 
Velar 
Study 
Vowel 
/a/ 
/i/ 
/u/ 
Avg 
/a/ 
/!/ 
/u/ 
Avg 
/a/ 
/i/ 
/u/ 
Avg 
/a/ 
/!/ 
/u/ 
Avg 
Voiceless 
147 
147 
136 
143 
162 
168 
167 
166 
146 
150 
149 
148 
149 
129 
147 
142 
Voiced 
106 
104 
088 
099 
106 
101 
094 
100 
110 
098 
120 
109 
098 
082 
108 
096 
Ratio 
0.7 2 
0.71 
0.65 
0.69 
0.65 
0.60 
0.56 
0.60 
0.7 b 
0.65 
0. 81 
0.74 
0.66 
0.64 
0.73 
0.68 
msec) sounds ', the order for voiced consonants is dental {263 
msec) foiiowed by retroflex (267 msec), velar {263 msec) and 
labial (256 msec) sounds. The order of the average gap 
durations for voiceless consonants is dental (166 msec) 
followed by retroflex (148 msec), labial (143 msec) and velar 
(142 msec) sounds; the duration order for the voiced 
consonants is retroflex (109 msec), dental (100 msec) 
followed by labial (099 msec) and velar (096 msec) 
consonants. The average vowel duration for all categories of 
stops is maximum for retroflex (254 msec) followed by dental 
(250 msec), velar (242 msec) and labial (240 msec) sounds, 
whereas the order for the occlusion intervals is dental (133 
msec), followed by retroflex (128 msec), labial (121 msec) 
and velar (118 msec) sounds. 
It is observed that vowel duration ( time interval from 
the offset of vowel transition of initial consonant to 
offset of vowel transition of final consonants ) in Hindi CVC 
sounds is large when the following stops are voiced whereas 
it is comparatively short, for tokens terminating in voiceless 
stops (duration ratio is 1.15 : 1). However the distinction 
is not as pronounced as observed for English vowels by Denes 
(1955) and Peterson and Lehiste (1960). Peterson and Lehiste 
found that the ratio of the vowel duration ending with voiced 
stops to those ending with voiceless stops was roughly close 
to 3:2. Their vowel durations were, however, measured from 
the onset of vowel transition of initial consonant to the 
offset of the vowel transition of final consonant. Peterson 
and Lehiste also found that tlie vowel durations in CVC tokens 
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are not aftected by initial consonant. 
ilogan and Hozsypal (1980) also observed that ratio of 
vowel durations for vowels preceding the voiced stops to thcit 
followed by voiceless stops is substantially large. They 
observed, in synthetic speech, that the vowel duration serves 
as a voicing cue for voicing distinction when following 
sound.s are either fricatives or are stop clusters but not 
stop consonants. From the table-2 (pp 1765) of Hogan and 
Rossypal, it is found that the ratio for stops is close to 
1.25:1, if the vowels are /a/, /i/; the ratio increases for 
short vowels. 
Ahmad, Risvi and Gupta (1985) in a study of Hindi 
con.sonant in CVC syllable final position also found that 
vowel duration (steady state vowel) preceding voiced stops is 
greater than that of vowels preceding.voiceless stops and the 
ratios are found to be 1.33:1.* Whereas this ratio has been 
found to be 1,13:1,in the present study ( see Table- 10 ). In 
their perceptual study using Electronic Segmentation 
Technique, Ahmad, Rizvi and Gupta found that vowel duration 
unlike Raphael (1972), and Hogan and Roasypa] (1980) is not 
adequate cue to perceive voicing of final consonant in CVC 
syllables unless voicing during closure is also included. 
This sort of difference may be due to language difference. In 
an acoustic study of Telugu vowels Dutta Majumder (1978) also 
observed that the vowel duration is large if following 
consonants, are voiced compared to the case when following 
consonants are voiceless. However, they reported some 
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exceptions. In a similar study of Telugu sounds, K. Nagamma 
Heddy (1988) observed that the vowels followed by voiceless 
consonants are not always shorter in duration than the same 
vowels followed by voiced consonants. 
Denes (1955) and Raphael (1972) in their perception 
experiments in American English using synthetic speech and 
Hogan and Rozsypal (1980) in their perception study of 
Canadian English using natural speech varied the steady-state 
vowel portion of CVC sounds either by gating out the steady 
portion of vowel or splicing in steady-state vowel and found 
that the final consonant is percieved as voiceless when 
preceded by vowels of short duration and as voiced when 
preceded by vowels of longer duration. Other cues related- to 
the identification of stops in either position of CVC 
syllables were not distributed in these experiments; only the 
total vowel duration (vowel nucleus) was varied by changing 
the duration of steady state vowel. This means that the 
(steady-state) vowel duration ratio for vowels preceding 
voiced stops to those preceding voiceless ones ought to be 
greater than 1. 
The closure duration (Gap) in voiceless stop is larger 
than the closure duration of voiced stops for isolated 
syllables. A similar observation has also been made by other 
workers in different languages t Majumder, Dutta and Ganguli 
(1973); Ahmad, Rizvi and Gupta (1985); Hogan and Rozsypal, 
1980; FUllenbrand (1984)]. 
The durations of vowel and closure are not affected if 
the place of the following consonant is changed. Peterson and 
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Lehiste (1960) also observed similar effect for the duration 
of vowels in EtigUi'Jii. I'ho vowel, durations arf.) not aftcol<:d by 
aspiration feature of the following consonant. however, 
occlusion Interval in volcioless aspirated stops Is less than 
the interval in voiceless unaspirated stops v-zhen precejding 
vowel are /i/ and /u/ (Tatjlo 2.). 
Words in Carrier Sentences 
Tlie second part of the study lias been carried out 
by using the same fifteen stop consonants in final position 
with the same vowei for tliree male speakers spoken in carrier 
sentences. 
Table - 7 and Table - 8 present the vowei length and gap 
duration to show that the effect of aspiration for voiced and 
voiceless cases. The cori~esponding values of the words .spoken 
in isolation are presented in tables below the values for the 
words in carrier sentences to provide a running comparison of 
the two cases. These values have been presented in bold print 
all through tables 7 to 12. It has been observed that the 
vowel length for the voiced aspirated stops (Avg 208 msec) is 
slightly longer than that for the voiced unaspirated stops 
(Avg 205 msec) and that for voiceJess aspirated stops (Avg 
179 msec) is again only slightly shorter than the duration 
for the voicoioss unaspirated stops (Avg 181 msec). A 
comparison with isolated word values shows that but for a 
shortening of the vowel duration all other features are 
similar e.g. the average ratios of voiced to voiceless cases 
are 1.13 and 1.16 for the carrier sentence context and 1.14 
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TABLE - 7 
Effect of aspiration on vowel length duration (in msec) for 
voiced and voiceless consonants in Carrier sentences. Data in bold 
type correspond to the word in isolation case. 
Voiced 
Voiceless 
Ratio 
Diff . 
/a/ 
191 
274 
168 
242 
1.14 
1.13 
23 
32 
Unaspirated 
/i/ 
234 
256 
199 
224 
1.18 
1.14 
35 
32 
/u/ 
189 
263 
176 
226 
1.07 
1.15 
13 
35 
Avg. 
205 
264 
181 
231 
1.13 
1.14 
24 
33 
/a/ 
185 
274 
165 
234 
1.12 
1.17 
20 
40 
Aspirat 
/i/ 
239 
253 
210 
219 
1.14 
1.15 
29 
34 
ed 
/u/ 
201 
257 
161 
215 
1.25 
1.19 
40 
42 
Avg. 
208 
261 
179 
223 
1. 16 
1.17 
29 
38 
TABLE - 8 
Effect of aspiration on gap duration (in msec) for voiced 
and voiceless consonants in Carrier Sentences. Data in 
bold type correspond to the word In isolation case. 
Voiced 
Voiceless 
Ratio 
Diff 
/a/ 
086 
109 
127 
153 
0.68 
0.71 
-41 
-44 
Unaspi 
/i/ 
089 
100 
145 
160 
0.61 
0.63 
-56 
-60 
rated 
/u/ 
081 
108 
138 
158 
0. 59 
0.68 
-57 
-50 
Avg. 
085 
106 
137 
157 
0.62 
0.68 
-52 
-51 
/a/ 
07 2 
098 
100 
153 
0.72 
0.64 
-28 
-55 
Aspirated 
/i/ 
070 
090 
106 
131 
0.66 
0.69 
-36 
-41 
/u/ 
076 
088 
112 
140 
0.68 
0.63 
-36 
-52 
Avg. 
07 3 
092 
106 
141 
0.69 
0.65 
-33 
-49 
and 1.17 respectively for the isolated word context. The gap 
dvjx'ation for voiced and voiceless unaspirated stops (111 
msec) are longer than the voiced and voiceless aspirated 
stops (Avg 090 msec). The ratio of durations for voiced and 
voiceless consonants comes out to be consistent, the 
consistency however being poorer than in the case of isolated 
words. The range of vowel length for voiced and voiceless 
endings is from 161 to 239 msec and for gap duration, it is 
from 70 to 145 msec. 
Table - 9 reveals the effect of voicing on vowel 
length and gap duration for consonants used in carrier 
sentences. It has been found that the average vowel length 
duration for voiced consonants (206 msec) are longer than 
that for the voiceless consonants (179 msec) and the average 
gap duration for voiced consonants (80 msec) is significantly 
smaller than that for the voiceless consonants (122 msec) and 
these results are similar to the results obtained in the case 
of isolation. The ratios of durations are consistent, the 
average values for the two cases being the same (1.15 for 
vowel lenhth and 0.66 for occlusion interval). 
The vowel length and gap duration of the cognate stops 
used in carrier sentences are presented in Table - 10. It has 
been revealed that vowel length duration for voiced 
consonants (Avg 206 msec) are fairly larger than that for 
voiceless consonants (178 msec) and gap duration for 
voiceless consonants (123 msec) is again signif icant-ly 
longer than that for the voiced consonants (Avg 080 msec). 
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TABLE - 9 
Effect of voicing on vowei length and gap duration (in msec) 
in carrier sentences. Data in bold type correspond to the 
word in isolation case. 
Vowel Length Gap 
Voiced 
Voiceless 
Ratio 
Diff. 
/a/ 
189 
274 
166 
242 
1.14 
1.13 
23 
32 
/i/ 
236 
255 
204 
223 
1.16 
1.14 
32 
32 
/u/ 
194 
260 
168 
222 
1. 15 
1.17 
26 
38 
Avg. 
206 
263 
179 
229 
1.15 
1.15 
27 
34 
/a/ 
080 
104 
114 
153 
0.70 
0.66 
-34 
-49 
/i/ 
081 
096 
126 
148 
0.64 
0.65 
-4b 
-52 
/u/ 
07 9 
099 
125 
150 
0.63 
0.66 
-46 
-51 
Avg. 
080 
100 
122 
150 
0. 66 
0.66 
-42 
-50 
Table - 10 
loteady-state vowel duration, vowel transition, vowel length and gap 
duration (in msec) of the temporal segments of the cognate words spoken 
in carrier sentence. Data in bold type correspond to the word in 
isolation case. 
Cognate stop Steady-State Vowel Vowel Gap Burst 
Vowel duration Transition Length 
P - b 
t - d 
t - d 
• « 
k - g 
p - b*^  
t"^  - d"^  
k ^ - g ^ 
t^(*) 
• 
Average 
124-144 
156-176 
115-123 
161-182 
113-113 
165-174 
115-132 
154-171 
114-133 
159-175 
115-127 
158-178 
113-141 
147-182 
126-
160-
116-130 
157-177 
058-76 
070-081 
060-072 
074-091 
073-090 
073-094 
065-071 
071-067 
056-07 9 
063-080 
059-069 
072-084 
066-076 
070-080 
064-
080-
062-076 
070-085 
182-219 
226-257 
175-195 
235-273 
186-203 
238-268 
180-203 
225-258 
170-212 
222-255 
174-196 
230-262 
179-217 
217-262 
191-
240-
178-206 
228-262 
100-073 
153-105 
170-094 
173-108 
132-089 
152-109 
132-085 
150-100 
086-078 
133-093 
126-078 
159-092 
094-061 
132-090 
117-
144-
122-080 
150-100 
33-19 
16-17 
22-24 
18-18 
24-22 
17-18 
24-22 
24-23 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
26-21 
19-19 
(*) /t / has not been included in average. 
Tlio pattern of changes is siiniLnr to that of the v/ordr. spoJveti 
in 1 so Lation. 
Table - 11 and Table - 12 present tho effect of place of 
articalation on vowel ierif^ tli 'md fiap duration. It has. boon 
observed that with tho avorago vowel duration for ail vowels 
is highest for retroflex (1B9 nisoc) followed by velar (180 
nisf-c. ) , by labial ( lYti inr-,oc ) and dental (IVb msec) tor 
voiceless consonants. For voiced consonants, the order is 
labial (216 msec), velar (210 msec), retroflex (203 msec) and 
dental (196 msec) . The average gap duration for dental (148 
msec) is highest followed by that for retroflex (132 msec), 
velar (113 msec) and labial (094 msec) for voiceless cases 
and retroflex (89 msec) followed by dental (87) labial (76 
msec) and velar (73 msec) for voiced consonants. The 
descending orders have slight disagreement with the results 
of words spoken in isolation the variation in order being 
most prominent for vowel durations preceding voiced stops; 
tho occlusion intervcil orderin^T 1-T tiio same for both cases. 
Tho discussion presented for the isolated context is 
thus nearly equally valid for the carrier sentenco c-ontext 
also. 
An overall view of the two contexts shows that tho CAXO 
durations shorten in sentence to about 80 percent of the 
corresponding durations in isolated word contexts. It may, 
however be recalled that the sentences spoken could not be 
branded as rapid speed delivery. 
Future Plan 
Digital signal processing has become a basic facility 
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Table - 11 
Effect of place of articulation on steady-state vowel duration, 
vowel transition and on vowel length duration (in msec) 
in carrier sentence. Data in bold type correspond to the word in 
isolation case. 
Place of Vowel Voiceless Voiced Ratio 
Articulation 
SSVD VT VL SSVD VT VL 
/a/ 120 056 176 145 057 202 1.15 
155 075 230 173 087 260 1.13 
/i/ 124 054 178 143 059 230 1.29 
155 061 216 173 077 250 1.16 
Labial /u/ 115 059 174 127 088 215 1.24 
161 066 227 181 078 259 1.14 
Avg. 120 056 176 138 068 206 1.23 
157 067 224 176 080 256 1.14 
Dental 
/a/ 
/i/ 
/u/ 
Avg. 
145 
165 
096 
151 
104 
161 
115 
159 
064 
080 
056 
065 
059 
076 
060 
074 
209 
246 
152 
216 
163 
237 
175 
233 
155 
179 
111 
176 
110 
185 
125 
180 
07 8 
098 
066 
079 
068 
086 
071 
088 
233 
277 
177 
255 
178 
271 
196 
268 
1.16 
1.13 
1. 11 
1.18 
,09 
.14 
,12 
15 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Retroflex 
/a/ 
/i/ 
/u/ 
Avg, 
139 
172 
121 
158 
100 
157 
120 
162 
079 
084 
058 
074 
070 
075 
069 
078 
218 
256 
179 
232 
170 
232 
189 
240 
129 
193 
116 
162 
094 
166 
113 
174 
101 
105 
067 
090 
101 
086 
090 
093 
230 
298 
183 
252 
195 
252 
203 
267 
1 
1 
03 
16 
1.06 
1 
1 
1 
1 
09 
15 
09 
07 
1.11 
Velar 
/a/ 
/i/ 
/u/ 
Avg. 
134 
148 
100 
168 
109 
137 
114 
151 
079 
086 
060 
060 
058 
065 
066 
070 
213 
234 
160 
228 
167 
202 
180 
221 
167 
172 
123 
180 
120 
185 
137 
179 
101 
068 
081 
070 
070 
073 
084 
273 
191 
261 
190 
255 
210 
263 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
13 
17 
17 
14 
14 
26 
17 
19 
SSVD - Steady-state vowel duration. 
VT = Vowel Transition. 
VL - Vowel length. 
Table - 12 
Kifect M1: Place ot Articulativ.n on (Jap I.)urati'.,.n (in (iis^ i^c.) 
in carrier sf^^nt-ences . Data in b>:>J.d type correspond to 
t h e wo rd i n i s o 1 a t i o n . 
I'iace ol 'otudy 
A r t i c u1a t i on Vowel 
/a/ 
Labial 
Avg 
Voiceies; 
078 
147 
110 
147 
093 
136 
094 
143 
Voiced 
075 
106 
080 
104 
074 
088 
076 
099 
Rati 
0. 96 
0.72 
0.73 
0.71 
0.79 
0.65 
0.81 
0.69 
Dental 
/a/ 
/i/ 
/u/ 
Avg 
150 
162 
150 
168 
144 
167 
148 
166 
103 
106 
084 
101 
073 
094 
087 
100 
0.69 
0.66 
0.56 
0.60 
0. 51 
0.56 
0.59 
0.60 
/i/ 
Retroflex /u/ 
Avg 
132 
146 
130 
150 
133 
149 
132 
148 
093 
110 
092 
098 
081 
120 
089 
109 
0.70 
0.75 
0.71 
0.65 
0.61 
0.81 
0.67 
0.74 
Velar 
/a/ 
/i/ 
/u/ 
Avg 
095 
149 
114 
129 
131 
147 
113 
142 
056 
098 
074 
082 
090 
108 
07 3 
096 
0. 59 
0.66 
0.65 
0.64 
0.69 
0.73 
0.65 
0.68 
for speech research. The digitised speech wave forms are 
processed by various techniques such as autocorreiation, 
digital filtering, linear prediction,FFT etc. by programming 
on a general computer which facilitates a great deal of 
speech analysis, synthesis, and recognition. For digitisation 
and manipulation of speech signal A to D and D to A systems 
are interfaced with the university mainframe computer. We 
study, evaluate, and test software available with the new 
system for effective and versatile application to our 
problems with the software ILS PC full with A/D and D/A cards 
of Data Translation (USA) for furthering our research work. 
We analyze natural speech using conventional sound 
spectrograph and further analysis is made by computer to 
determine the various accoustic parameters of speech such as 
fundamental frequency formants, their amplitude and width, 
voiced/unvoiced detection, segmentation of connected speech 
etc. We are trying to develope editing facilities which will 
enable us to prepare stimuli for perception experiments. 
The major problem of speech research is to extract the 
information bearing parameters of speech sounds as there is a 
lot of redundancy in the signal. In fact, these information 
bearing elements convey the message from speaker to listners. 
These can be determined through perceptual experiments by 
analysis - synthesis technique in that, firstly the 
parameters are determined by analyzing natural speech signals 
and then by speech synthesis. We have to search out pertinent 
literature to be aware of the latest state-of-art in carrying 
out our planned experiments. 
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